CURRENT ALERT
Plus Night: 19 November 2022
"The New Quarter-Century"

HRPO HISTORY GAME (7:30pm to 9pm)
The Quest game will focus on a scavenger hunt and quiz questions related to basic operations. Those under fourteen will need adult assistance. Number of prizes acquired based on age and points scored. This Quest focuses on the temporary displays of media coverage of HRPO.
[SA Cadets can receive one ticket for every ten points.]

SELECTED PLUS NIGHT DEMONSTRATIONS
*Spinning “Asteroid” Desk Art (7pm to 8pm)
*Cartesian Diver (8pm to 9pm)
*Radiometer (7pm to 10pm)

200GS VIEWING, 7:30pm to 10pm
(with LSU Professor Colin Turley)

VIEWING EQUIPMENT CHECKOUT
*Bushnell 10x50 Binocular ---three available, $0.00
*GRM 15x50 Monocular ---one available, $0.00
*Vortex 8x42 Binocular ---one available, $1.00
<Cash only, please. Eighteen and older, please. Must leave picture ID.>

Sunset: 5:05pm CST. Twilight Ends: 6:30pm CST. Lunar Phase: First Quarter.
Visible Passes: ~5:45pm (mag 1.3) / ~6:30pm (mag 0.5).